Slatted Screens & Gates
SLIDING GATES

The patented non weld gate system is also designed for
sliding gates upto 6000mm wide. They are assembled
using the heavy duty top rail, side frames and strategic
heavy duty fixing screws to avoid welding. They are
available with all accessories such as track, rollers, guide
rails & stops.
This visually stunning gate with the heavy duty top rail
matching with the slat width and minimal wheel gap are
ideal for automating your gate solution.

Overview
Introducing Australia`s leading slat screening system developed with the trade and DIY in mind.
Slats simply push into the precision machined patented side frames and are held in position with
no requirement for welding, riveting or screwing off every slat to provide a fast, simple and effective
solution.
The privacy slat screening is a dynamic aluminium screening and shading solution that is ideal
between pillars or posts.
The patented framing system means no requirement for welding, riveting or screwing off each slat
with options of a 9mm or 20mm spacing. The screening system incorporates hidden fixings providing
a visually pleasing solution with extremely low maintenance.
The system is available in a cut to size option or in long lengths which gives you the choice of
assembling on site or have pre-assembled panels and gates.

Powder Coated
Slats are available in 5 genuine Australian Interpon powder coat colours including Black, surf mist,
palladium silver, woodland grey and monument.
Available Powder Coated Screening Colours

BLACK
GN150A

MONUMENT
GL229A

WOODLAND
GREY
GL205A

SILVER
GY185C

SURFMINT
GA236A

Timber Imaged
The Alumawood product range provides the timber look finish without any of the maintenance.
Our new range of imaged aluminium provides a quality solution at a cost effective price without
compromise on quality. The Interpon undercoat is used on all extrusion coupled with the genuine
Italian Image film.
Available Colours
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Slatted Sliding Gates
The patented non weld gate system is also designed for sliding gates upto 6000mm wide. They are
assembled using the heavy duty top rail, side frames and strategic heavy duty fixing screws to avoid
welding. They are available with all accessories such as track, rollers, guide rails & stops.
This visually stunning gate with the heavy duty top rail matching with the slat width and minimal wheel
gap are ideal for automating.
With the PATENTED NO WELD Xpresscreen Sliding Gate, archieve a visually
stunning and sturdy gate with easy assembly
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1 Gate side frame

5 65mm x 16.5mm slat

2 Top rail

6 Centre support rail

3 Bottom rail

7 Wheel assembly

4 Gate slat blade

8 Gate track
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BLITZ SCREENING

Slatted Sliding Gates

Sliding Gate Accessories
SG-001

Bolt Down Sliding Gate Track

SG-003

Sliding Gate Wheels

SG-002
SG-004
SG-005
SG-006
SG-007

Sliding Gate Track Anchor Pins
Sliding Gate Wheel Clamps

Sliding Gate U Catch / Bolt Down Stop
Sliding Gate Adjustable Slide Guide
Drop Bolt
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